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Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a leading cause of sustained impairment, distress, and poor quality of life
in military personnel, veterans, and civilians. Indirect functional neuroimaging studies using PET or fMRI with
fear-related stimuli support a PTSD neurocircuitry model that includes amygdala, hippocampus, and ventrome-
dial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). However, it is not clear if this model can fully account for PTSD abnormalities de-
tected directly by electromagnetic-based source imaging techniques in resting-state. The present study
examined resting-state magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals in 25 active-duty service members and vet-
erans with PTSD and 30 healthy volunteers. In contrast to the healthy volunteers, individuals with PTSD showed:
1) hyperactivity from amygdala, hippocampus, posterolateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex (dmPFC), and insular cortex in high-frequency (i.e., beta, gamma, and high-gamma) bands; 2)
hypoactivity from vmPFC, Frontal Pole (FP), and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) in high-frequency
bands; 3) extensive hypoactivity from dlPFC, FP, anterior temporal lobes, precuneous cortex, and sensorimotor
cortex in alpha and low-frequency bands; and 4) in individuals with PTSD, MEG activity in the left amygdala
and posterolateral OFC correlated positively with PTSD symptom scores, whereas MEG activity in vmPFC and
precuneous correlated negativelywith symptom score. The present study showed thatMEG source imaging tech-
nique revealed new abnormalities in the resting-state electromagnetic signals from the PTSD neurocircuitry. Par-
ticularly, posterolateral OFC and precuneous may play important roles in the PTSD neurocircuitry model.

Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Individuals exposed to a traumatic event may develop post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) with debilitating post-traumatic stress symptoms,
including intrusive memories, avoidance behavior, emotional numbing,
and hyperarousal (American Psychiatric Association, 2004). PTSD is a
major health concern that affects approximately 7.7% of Americans
(Kessler et al., 1995, 2005) and is particularly prevalent among mil-
itary service members who have served in combat (Dohrenwend
tory, University of California at
.

ss article under the CC BY-NC-ND lic
et al., 2006; Magruder and Yeager, 2009). The recent conflicts in
Iraq and Afghanistan have been no exception, with combat veterans
returning with elevated rates of PTSD (Hoge et al., 2004; Smith et al.,
2008; Tanielian and Jaycox, 2008).

In light of these findings, much effort has been focused on determin-
ing symptom etiology and the associated neural mechanisms of PTSD.
The development of neurocircuitry models of PTSD has relied strongly
on findings from pre-clinical studies of fear conditioning. Evidence
from lesion studies, pharmacological manipulations, and electrophysi-
ology in animals and humans suggest that interactions between the
amygdala, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), and hippocampus
control different aspects of fear processing (Hartley and Phelps, 2010;
Rosen and Lilienfeld, 2008). The amygdala is involved in acquisition of
ense (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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fear conditioning and extinction learning, whereas the vmPFC is thought
tomediatememory storage and retrieval during extinction learning. Hip-
pocampal connections to the amygdala and vmPFCmay support process-
ing contextual information of threat-related stimuli.

Amygdala, vmPFC, and hippocampal regions implicated in pre-
clinical fear processing are thought to be dysfunctional in PTSD (Rauch
et al., 1998, 2006). Functional neuroimaging findings using positron
emission topography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) suggest that individuals with PTSD exhibit hyperresponsive
amygdala activity to trauma or fear-related stimuli (Shin and Liberzon,
2010), during emotionally neutral tasks (Bryant et al., 2005; Shin
et al., 2004b), and even at rest (Chung et al., 2006; Semple et al.,
2000). A hyperresponsive amygdala contributes to the exaggerated
fear response characteristic of PTSD (Anderson et al., 2003). Conversely,
PTSD has been associated with a hyporesponsive vmPFC (Hughes and
Shin, 2011). A hyporesponsive PFC, as well as reduced connectivity to
the amygdala (Jin et al., 2013; Shin et al., 2004a) may indicate insuffi-
cient inhibitory control over exaggerated fear responses. Lastly, abnor-
mal hippocampal function (Corcoran and Maren, 2001) and reduced
connectivity to the amygdala (Dolcos et al., 2004; McGaugh, 2004)
may be associated impairments in contextual memory processing and
the ability to inhibit intrusive memories (Shin et al., 2004a), although
findings have been mixed (Hughes and Shin, 2011). A recent resting-
state fMRI study showed increased activity in amygdala and reduced
spontaneous neural activity in the dlPFC, but no abnormal decrease of
resting-state fMRI activity in the vmPFC (Yan et al., 2013).

Neuroimaging studies using PET and fMRI have contributed greatly
to understanding PTSD neurocircuitry in humans; however, these tech-
niques measure metabolic and hemodynamic changes which reflect
neuronal activity indirectly (Logothetis, 2003). In addition, PET and
fMRI techniques have limited temporal resolution (minutes to seconds)
and consequently limited coverage and resolution in the frequency do-
main. Since neurons communicate to each other via exchanging electric
current signals, direct electrophysiological measures are required to
study neurophysiological processes that are associated with these he-
modynamic signals (Scholvinck et al., 2013). PET and fMRI studies also
have implicated different neural pathways that may be hyporesponsive
in PTSD; thus, there is some remaining discrepancy whether PTSD is as-
sociatedwith reduced activity in the vmPFCor dlPFC pathways. Further-
more, although the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is usually considered to
be part of the extended limbic system, the contribution of OFC to PTSD
has not been fully elucidated.

Electromagneticmeasures such asmagnetoencephalography (MEG)
provide direct measurements of neuronal activity with millisecond
temporal resolution. Using a single dipolemodel, Kolassa and colleagues
reported elevated production of focally generated slowwaves (1–4 Hz)
in PTSD, particularly in left temporal brain regions, with peak activities
in the region of the insula. Using aMEG sensor-space synchronous neu-
ral interactions analysis, Georgopoulos, Engdahl, and their colleagues
correctly classified individuals with PTSD and healthy control subjects
with N90% overall accuracy of classification (Georgopoulos et al., 2010).
They also found differences in MEG communication measures between
temporal and parietal and/or parieto-occipital right hemispheric areas
with other brain areas in PTSD (Engdahl et al., 2010). However in sensor
space, it is difficult to determine whether the structures identified by PET
and fMRI in PTSD neurocircuitry generate abnormal electromagnetic ac-
tivity. Namely, whether electromagnetic-based source imaging tech-
niques will lead to similar or different findings from those obtained in
PET and fMRI in PTSD neurocircuitry has largely been unexplored.

In the current study, we examined neural activity associated with
PTSD using resting-state MEG.MEG is a non-invasive functional imaging
technique that directly measures magnetic signals generated by neuro-
nal current in gray matter with high temporal resolution (b1 ms) and
spatial localization accuracy (2–3 mm at cortical level) (Leahy et al.,
1998). MEG3s high temporal resolution directly translates into a wide
range of coverage for the neuronal magnetic signals in the frequency
domain, which is usually divided into different frequency bands. MEG3s
insensitivity to the electric conductivity profile of the head tissue
makes it a better technique than electroencephalography (EEG) in lo-
calizing neuronal sources. Our newly developed high-resolution MEG
source imaging method called Fast-VESTAL allowed us to perform
voxel-wise whole-brain source imaging of human brain rhythms in
healthy volunteers (Huang et al., 2014a), and makes MEG source imag-
ing a good candidate for localizing abnormal electromagnetic signals in
disorders such as PTSD. The primary goal for this study was to examine
if the existing PTSD neurocircuitry model including the amygdala,
vmPFC, and hippocampus can account for abnormalities detected di-
rectly by electromagnetic-based source imaging techniques in resting-
state. To achieve this goal, weused high-resolutionMEG source imaging
technique for direct examination of neuronal activity in PTSD, especially
in the areas that we think to be abnormal, i.e. amygdala, vmPFC, OFC,
hippocampus, dlPFC, dmPFC including dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(dACC), insular cortex, and precuneous. In addition, using MEG, we
are able to explore potential MEG abnormalities in different frequency
bands which are associated with different neuronal mechanisms (see
Discussion), and compare MEG findings with previously published re-
sults from other functional imaging techniques that have been used to
study PTSD.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Research participants

Twenty-five participants (24 males, 1 female; mean [SD] age: 31.0
[5.5]) with PTSD took part in this study. Among these participants, 10
were active-duty Marines and Sailors from Camp Pendleton and Naval
Medical Center in San Diego, and 15were adult outpatient OEF/OIF Vet-
erans recruited from VA San Diego Healthcare System. Mean [SD] years
of education for the participants with PTSD were 13.2 [1.4]. All partici-
pants gave written informed consent for study procedures, which
were reviewed and approved by institutional review boards of the VA
San Diego Healthcare System and Naval Health Research Center at San
Diego. The informed consent followed the ethical guidelines of the Dec-
larations of Helsinki (1975) and additional research requirements for
active-duty military personnel and veterans.

Symptoms of PTSD were assessed using the Clinician Administered
PTSD Scale (CAPS) (Blake et al., 1995) or the Post-traumatic Stress Dis-
order Checklist (PCL) (Weathers et al., 1999) in accordance with the
criteria from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). A total of 18 partici-
pants met the criteria for PTSD and 7 met the criteria for partial PTSD.
Participants who completed the CAPS met the criteria for PTSD (n =
14) if they reported at least 1 re-experiencing symptom, 3 avoidance
symptoms, and 2 hyperarousal symptoms; patients met the criteria
for partial PTSD (n = 5) if they reported at least 1 re-experiencing
symptom and either 3 avoidance symptoms or 2 hyperarousal symp-
toms (Blanchard et al., 1995). Symptoms must have occurred at least
once within the past month (frequency≥ 1) and have caused a moder-
ate amount of distress (intensity≥ 2) (Weathers et al., 1999, 2001). Par-
ticipants who completed the PCL questionnaire and had a minimum
total score of 50met the criteria for PTSD (n=3), and thosewith scores
from39 to 49met the criteria for partial PTSD (n=2) (Hoge et al., 2008;
Iversen et al., 2008; Renshaw, 2011; Weathers et al., 1993). Study par-
ticipants with partial PTSD and PTSD were analyzed together (n = 25)
to maintain statistical power and to examine broad group differences
in PTSD neurocircuitry. The PTSD patients were not on medications at
the time of theMEG exam. All had discontinued any psychotropic med-
ications prior to the scan, and at least at 5-day wash-out.

We recruited thirty healthy volunteers (29 male, 1 female; mean
[SD] age: 29.8 [6.4]) with no history of neurological or psychiatric disor-
ders assessed by Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV. Among these
healthy volunteers, 12were active-dutymilitary personnel and 18were
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civilians. Mean [SD] years of education were 13.4 [1.7]. There were no
statistically significant differences in age or education between the
healthy volunteer and PTSD groups.

Exclusion criteria for study participation were as follows: 1) other
neurological, developmental or psychiatric disorders (e.g., brain
tumor, stroke, epilepsy, Alzheimer3s disease, or schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, history of learning disability, or lesions visible in structural
MRI); 2) substance or alcohol abuse according to DSM-IV criteria within
the 6months prior to the study; 3) history ofmetabolic or other diseases
known to affect the central nervous system (Dikmen et al., 1995); and 4)
extensive metal dental hardware (e.g., braces and large metal dentures;
fillings are permitted) or other metal objects in the head, neck, or face
areas that cause non-removable MEG artifacts.

2.2. MEG data acquisition and signal pre-processing to remove artifacts

Resting-state MEG data (spontaneous recording for detecting MEG
slow-wave signals) were collected at the UCSD MEG Center using the
VectorView™ whole-head MEG system (Elekta-Neuromag, Helsinki,
Finland) with 306 MEG channels. Participants sat inside a multi-layer
magnetically-shielded room (IMEDCO-AG) (Cohen et al., 2002). Precau-
tions were taken to ensure head stability; foam wedges were inserted
between the participant3s head and the inside of the unit, and a Velcro
strap was placed under the participant3s chin and anchored in superior
and posterior axes. Headmovement across different sessionswas about
2–3 mm. MEG recording was divided into two 5-minute blocks with
eyes closed, alternating with two 5-minute blocks with eyes open. In
the eyes-closed condition, the participant was instructed to keep his/
her eyes closed and empty his/her mind. In the eyes-open condition,
the participant was instructed to fix his/her eyes on a fixation point
and empty his/her mind. The order of blocks was counter-balanced
between participants. Data were sampled at 1000 Hz and were run
through a high-pass filter with a 0.1 Hz cut-off, and a low-pass filter
with a 300 Hz cut-off. The filter associated with MEG data acquisition
is a first-order time-domain filter with 3 dB around the cut-off points.
Eye blinks, eye movements, and heart signals were monitored. Since
the MEG eyes-open data were contaminated with eye-blinks in many
participants, we focused on analyzing the eyes-closed data in the present
study.

Substantial efforts were taken to help ensure that participants were
alert during the MEG recordings. Participants were scheduled early in
the day to avoid fatigue from performing daily activities. Prior to all of
the study sessions, participants completed a questionnaire about the
number of hours they slept the previous night, how rested they felt,
and if there was any reason that they might not be attentive and per-
form to the best of their abilities (due to headache, pain, etc.). Sessions
alternated between eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions, and eye
blinking andmovementweremonitored. DuringMEG recording, partic-
ipants were viewed on camera while technicians also monitored alpha
band oscillations, which are consistently associated with tonic alertness
(Oken et al., 2006).

Eyes-closed MEG data were first run through MaxFilter, also known
as signal space separation (Song et al., 2008; Taulu et al., 2004a,b) to re-
move external sources of interference (e.g., magnetic artifacts due to
metal objects, strong cardiac signals, environment noises), and to co-
register the MEG data by removing the small head movements across
the two 5-minute eyes-closed sessions. Next, residual artifacts due to
eye movements and residual cardiac signals were removed using Inde-
pendent Component Analysis using our customized version of ICALAB
software (www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/ICALAB/).

2.3. Structural MRI, MEG-MRI registration, BEM forward calculation

Structural MRI of the participant3s head was collected using a
General Electric 1.5 T Excite MRI scanner. The acquisition contains
a standard high-resolution anatomical volume with a resolution of
0.94 × 0.94 × 1.2 mm3 using a T1-weighted 3D-IR-FSPGR pulse se-
quence. To co-register the MEG with MRI coordinate systems, three
anatomical landmarks (i.e., left and right pre-auricular points, and
nasion) were measured for each participant using the Probe Position
Identification system (Polhemus, USA). By using MRILAB (Elekta/
Neuromag) to identify the same three points on the participant3s
MR images, a transformation matrix involving both rotation and
translation between theMEG andMR coordinate systemswas generated.
To increase the reliability of the MEG–MR co-registration, approximately
80 points on the scalp were digitized with the Polhemus system, in addi-
tion to the three landmarks, and those points were co-registered onto the
scalp surface of the MR images. The T1-weighted images were also used
to extract the brain volumeand innermost skull surface (SEGLAB software
developed by Elekta/Neuromag). Realistic Boundary Element Method
(BEM) head model was used for MEG forward calculation (Huang et al.,
2007;Mosher et al., 1999). The BEMmeshwas constructed by tessellating
the inner skull surface from the T1-weighted MRI into ~6000 triangular
elements with ~5 mm size. A cubic source grid with 5 mm size was
used for calculating the MEG gain (i.e., lead-field) matrix, which leads to
a grid with ~10,000 nodes covering the whole brain. Other conventional
MRI sequences typical for identifying structural lesions were also
performed: 1) Axial T2*-weighted; 2) Axial fast spin-echo T2-weighted;
and 3) Axial FLAIR. These conventional MRIs were carefully reviewed by
a Board-certified neuroradiologist (R.R. Lee) to determine if the partici-
pant had visible lesions on MRI. Subjects with lesions visible in MRI
were excluded from the study (see exclusion criteria).

2.4. MEG slow-wave source magnitude imaging using fast-VESTAL

The voxel-wise MEG source magnitude images were obtained using
our recent high-resolution Fast-VESTAL MEG source imaging method
(Huang et al., 2014a). This approach requires the sensor waveform co-
variance matrix. Here, the second 5-minute resting-state MEG sensor-
waveform dataset was registered to the first 5-minute resting-state
dataset using MaxFilter. The artifact-free, eyes-closed, resting-state
MEG sensor-waveform datasets were divided into 2.5 s epochs. The
data in each epoch were first DC-corrected and then run through
band-pass filters for the following frequency bands: alpha band
(8–12 Hz), beta band (15–30 Hz), gamma band (30–80 Hz), high-
gamma band (80–150 Hz), and low-frequency band (1–7 Hz) that
combined delta (1–4 Hz) and theta bands (4–7 Hz). Notch filters at
60 Hz and 120 Hz were applied to remove the power line signals and
their second harmonics. Frequency-domain band-pass filter with zero
phase-shift via discrete Fourier transform was used. At each end of the
band-pass filter, the transition of the Hanning window in the filter
was selected to be at 10% of the associated cut-off frequency.

Waveforms from all 306 sensors including 204 planar-gradiometers
and 102 magnetometers were used in the analysis. For each frequency
band, sensor-waveform covariancematrices were calculated for individ-
ual epochs after the band-pass filtering, then, the final sensor-waveform
covariance matrix was obtained by averaging the covariance matrices
across individual epochs for the 10-minute resting-state data. Using
such a covariance matrix, MEG slow-wave source magnitude images
that cover the whole brain were obtained for each participant following
the Fast-VESTAL procedure (Huang et al., 2014a) for a given frequency
band.

The brain volume is pre-divided into a grid of dipoles with P nodes.
Let R be the M × M sensor-waveform MEG covariance matrix where
M is the number of MEG sensors for a given frequency band (e.g., beta
band) and time-window (e.g., length of an epoch); and G be the
M × 2P gain (lead-field) matrix calculated fromMEG forward modeling
for the pre-defined source grid with P dipole locations, with each dipole
locationhaving twoorthogonal orientations (i.e., θ andϕ). In the spherical
MEG forward head model, θ and ϕ represent the two tangential orienta-
tions for each dipole location, whereas in a realistic MEG forward model
using the Boundary Element Method (BEM), the θ and ϕ-orientations

http://www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/ICALAB/
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are obtained as the two dominant orientations from the singular-value
decomposition (SVD) of the M × 3 lead-field matrix for each dipole, as
previously documented (Huang et al., 2006).

Eigen-value decomposition is performed for the sensor-waveform
covariance matrix:

R ¼ UBΣBUB
T ¼ UBSBSB

TUB
T ð1Þ

where the diagonal elements in SB are simply the square root (SQRT)
of the corresponding eigenvalues of Rwhich are the diagonal elements
in ΣB. Next, SVD is performed for the gain matrix G:

G ¼ UGSGV
T
G ð2Þ

The dimensions forUG, SG
, and V

G
areM×M,M× 2P, and 2P× 2P, re-

spectively. Following the procedure in (Huang et al., 2014a), a distribut-
ed source solution for Eq. 2 can be expressed as:

UBSB ¼ UGSGV
T
GH ð3Þ

The 2P × M matrix H is called the distributed source spatial map
matrix. The goal of MEG inverse source imaging is to obtain H for
given R in Eq. 3. However, Eq. 3 is under-determined, with the number
of unknown variables in each column of H = [h1,h2,…,hk,…,hM]
(i.e., 2P) much larger than the number of measurements in each col-
umn of UBSB = [s1u1,s2u2,…,skuk

,…,s
M
u

M
,] (i.e., M), so additional

constraint(s) are needed to obtain a unique solution for Eq. 3. Here,
the number of signal (dominant) spatial modes k is usually much
smaller than the number of MEG sensor measurementsM. After mul-
tiplying from the left side with UGT, for individual dominant spatial
modes of Eq. 3, Eq. 3 can be written as:

UT
Guisi ¼ SGV

T
Ghi; i ¼ 1;2; :::; k ð4Þ

where i = 1,2,…,k are the indices of spatial modes in sensor space.
By introducing additional minimum L1-norm constraints (Huang

et al., 2014a) to Eq. 4, one can obtain the Fast-VESTAL solution for hi:

minðwT jhijÞ; subject to constraints SGVG
Thi≅U

T
Guisi; i ¼ 1;2;…; k ð5Þ

where the2P×1 vectorhi is the source imagingmap associatedwith
the dominant spatial mode vector u

i
(dimension M × 1) of the sensor-

domain. In Eq. 5,w ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diagðVGV

T
GÞ

q
is a 2P × 1weighting vector chosen

to remove potential bias towards grid nodes at the superficial layer
(Huang et al., 2014a). After solving for h

i
and hence H using Eq. 5, the

Fast-VESTAL source imaging result can be obtained on the source grid
as:

A ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
diagðHHT Þ

q
ð6Þ

which is the 2P × 1 source magnitude value across grid nodes. The
main feature of A, the Fast-VESTAL-based distributed source solution,
is that it is highly sparse, with many of its elements being either zero
or close to zero, as a direct consequence of L1-norm minimization. An
Objective Pre-whitening Method was applied to remove correlated en-
vironmental noise and objectively select the dominant eigen-modes
(i.e., k) of sensor-waveform covariance matrix (Huang et al., 2014a).

2.5. Statistical analysis of MEG source magnitude images

Statistical analysis was performed separately for each frequency
band. MEG source magnitude imaging volumes obtained from Fast-
VESTAL that cover the whole brain from all healthy control and PTSD
participants were first spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel
with 3 mm full width half maximum (FWHM), and then co-registered
to anMNI-152 brain-atlas template using FLIRT program in FSL software
package (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/). For each voxel in the MNI
space, the MEG source magnitude data were run through a logarithm
transformation. A two-tailed t-test was performed to assess the group
difference for each voxel of the brain volume in theMNI space. False dis-
covery rate (FDR) was used to control the family-wise error (Benjamini
and Hochberg, 1995) with q b .05. The above procedure was performed
for each of the frequency bands separately.

2.6. Correlation with symptom scores in PTSD

For brain areas that showed group differences within a specific fre-
quency band, regions of interest (ROIs) were obtained by grouping the
voxels together.Wewere specifically interested in theROIs that covered
amygdala, vmPFC, OFC, precuneous, and dlPFC. Within each ROI, we
performed a correlational analysis between MEG source magnitude
and PTSD symptom score. The analyses were performed in the 20 par-
ticipants with PTSD or partial PTSD as measured by CAPS Total score.
The remaining 5 participants with PTSD or partial PTSD as measured
by PCL were not included in this correlational analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Beta-band MEG source magnitude imaging results

Fig. 1 shows group differences between participants with PTSD and
healthy volunteers in resting-state MEG source magnitude for the
beta-band (15–30 Hz). Increased beta-band activity in PTSD (hyperac-
tivity, PTSD N controls) was generated from bilateral amygdala and
left anterior hippocampus (white arrows), left and right posterolateral
OFC (magenta arrows), several regions within the right insular cortex,
bilateral middle temporal gyri, right posterior cingulate cortex (PCC,
brown arrow), bilateral junctions of PCC and lingual gyri, and left
occipito-temporal–parietal junction. In addition, Fig. 1 shows decreased
beta-band activity in PTSD (hypoactivity, PTSD b controls) from vmPFC
(green arrows) including rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) and
medial OFC, bilateral FPs (more R than L), bilateral caudate, bilateral
dlPFC (more R than L), right superior frontal gyrus, mid-line supple-
mentary motor areas (SMA), right anterior aspect of superior temporal
gyrus, bilateral precuneous cortices, and bilateral sensorimotor cortices
(more R than L). For a region, an asymmetry is reported when one
hemisphere has twice or more voxels being significant than the equiva-
lent region in the opposite hemisphere.

3.2. Gamma and high-gamma-bands MEG source magnitude imaging
results

The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows increased gamma-band (30–80 Hz)
activity in PTSD compared to the healthy control group that was gener-
ated from left and right posterolateral OFC (magenta arrows, more L
than R), bilateral dmPFC including the dorsal paracingulate cortices
and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) (more L than R), several re-
gions within the bilateral insular cortices, bilateral occipito-temporal–
parietal junctions (more L than R), bilateral temporal–occipital fusiform
cortices (more R than L), left occipital fusiform gyrus and right lingual
gyrus, and right dorsomedial occipital cortex. The upper panel of Fig. 2
also shows decreased gamma-band activity in PTSD compared to the
control group from vmPFC (green arrows) including rACC and medial
OFC, bilateral FPs (more R than L), right dlPFC, mid-line SMA, and
right sensorimotor cortices.

The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows increased high-gamma-band
(80–150 Hz) activity in PTSD from left amygdala and hippocampus
(white arrows), left posterolateral OFC (magenta arrows), right dACC,
left FP, several regions within the bilateral insular cortices, bilateral
occipito-temporal–parietal junctions (more L than R), and right
dorsomedial occipital cortex. The lower panel of Fig. 2 also shows

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
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Fig. 1. Abnormal beta band (15–30 Hz) MEG activity in PTSD. Red-yellow color scale indicates increased (hyper-) activity in PTSD over health controls, whereas blue-cyan color scale in-
dicates decreased (hypo-) activity in PTSD over health controls. White arrows: amygdala and hippocampus activity. Green arrows: vmPFC activity. Magenta arrows: posterolateral OFC
activity. Brown arrow: PCC activity. The t-threshold of 2.9 is associated with FDR corrected p b .05.
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Fig. 2.Top panel: abnormal gammaband (30–80Hz)MEGactivity in PTSD; bottompanel: abnormal high-gammaband (80–150Hz)MEGactivity in PTSD. Red-yellow color scale indicates
increased (hyper-) activity in PTSD over health controls, whereas blue-cyan color scale indicates decreased (hypo-) activity in PTSD over health controls. White arrows: amygdala and
hippocampus activity. Green arrows: vmPFC activity. Magenta arrows: posterolateral OFC activity. The t-threshold of 2.9 is associated with FDR corrected p b .05.
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decreased high-gamma-band activity in PTSD from mid-line vmPFC
(green arrows) including rACC and medial OFC, right dlPFC, and right
sensorimotor cortices.
3.3. Alpha and low-frequency bands MEG source magnitude imaging
results

Although PTSDwas associated with both hyper- and hypoactivity in
the beta, gamma, and high-gamma bands, alpha bandMEG activity was
largely hypoactive in PTSDwhen comparedwith the healthy volunteers.
The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows significantly decreased alpha-band ac-
tivity in PTSD generated from bilateral FPs, bilateral dlPFC (more R
than L), right superior frontal gyrus, bilateral anterior aspects of superi-
or temporal gyri (more R than L), bilateral precuneous cortices, and bi-
lateral sensorimotor cortices (more R than L). In contrast, only the left
occipito-temporal–parietal junction showed increased alpha-band ac-
tivity in PTSD.

PTSD was also strongly associated with hypoactivity in the low-
frequency band compared to the healthy volunteers. The lower panel
of Fig. 3 shows significantly decreased alpha-band activity in PTSD
generated from bilateral FPs, bilateral dlPFC (more R than L), bilateral
anterior aspects of superior temporal gyri (more R than L), bilateral
precuneous cortices, and bilateral sensorimotor cortices (more R than
R 

t = -3.5  -2.9  2

Fig. 3. Top panel: abnormal alpha band (8–12 Hz) MEG activity in PTSD; bottom panel: abnorm
with FDR corrected p b .05.
L). Similar to the patterns observed in the alpha band, only the left
occipito-temporal–parietal junction showed increased low-frequency-
band activity in PTSD.

3.4. Results of MEG source magnitude correlating with PTSD symptoms

Positive correlations between resting-state MEG activity and CAPS
Total symptom scores were found in left amygdala (beta band, r =
+0.51, p b .05) and left posterolateral OFC (also in beta band, r =
+0.55, p b .05), indicating the stronger the resting-state MEG activity
in these areas, the more severe the PTSD symptoms. In addition, nega-
tive correlations between resting-state MEG activity and total CAPS
symptom scores were found in midline vmPFC (beta band, r = −0.58,
p b .01; gamma band, r = −0.63, p b .01; and high-gamma band,
r = −0.60, p b .01), and midline precuneous (alpha band, r = −0.48,
p b .05), indicating the weaker the resting-state MEG activity in these
areas, the more severe the PTSD symptoms.

4. Discussion

For the first time to our knowledge, the present study shows that in-
dividuals with PTSD have abnormal electromagnetic activity that can be
directly imaged by resting-state MEG source imaging technique for all
L

.9  3.5 

al low-frequency band (1–7 Hz)MEG activity in PTSD. The t-threshold of 2.9 is associated
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frequency bands. PTSDwas associated with: 1)MEG hyperactivity from
amygdala, hippocampus, posterolateral OFC, dmPFC, insular cortex, and
PCC in high frequency bands (i.e., beta, gamma, and high gamma
bands); 2) MEG hypoactivity from vmPFC, FP, and dlPFC in the high
frequency bands; 3) extensive MEG hypoactivity from dlPFC, FP, an-
terior temporal lobes, precuneous cortex, and sensorimotor cortex in
alpha and low-frequency bands, with dlPFC and sensorimotor cortex
hypoactivity more prominent in right versus left hemispheres; and
4) resting-state MEG activity in left amygdala and posterolateral
OFC positively correlated with PTSD symptom scores, whereas MEG
activity in vmPFC and precuneous correlated negatively with the
PTSD symptoms.

Neuronal activity fromdifferent frequency bands is considered to re-
flect different neuronal mechanisms. Thalamo-cortical interactions are
essential for alpha rhythms, and normal alpha-band activity is associat-
ed with functional inhibition; specifically, increased alpha-band power
in a brain area was linked to reduced functional connectivity with
other brain areas (De Munck et al., 2009; Hindriks and van Putten,
2013; Scheeringa et al., 2012). Activity in the beta band is associated
with communication between remote brain structures, whereas gamma
synchrony promotes local computations (Kopell et al., 2000; Singer,
1999). Although the gamma band electromagnetic signals are generated
locally, non-local brain areas can still show significant functional connec-
tivity asmeasured by coherence related to the gammaband signals. Using
combined electrophysiological and fMRI measurements, studies in both
human and animals showed that gamma-band power exhibits spatial co-
herence over long timescaleswith the strongest coherence between func-
tionally related areas that are not necessarily local (He et al., 2008; Nir
et al., 2008; Scholvinck et al., 2010, 2013; Shmuel and Leopold, 2008). Un-
like alpha-band activity, beta and gamma-band activity does not neces-
sarily have to involve thalamus. Theta-band signals have been reported
in previous EEG studies, although these signals were predominantly
task-activated (e.g., problem solving) (Mizuki et al., 1980, 1984, 1992;
Niedermeyer and Lopes da Silva, 2005; Takahashi et al., 1997). Increased
low-frequency brain rhythms in delta bandwere often seen in individuals
with neurological disorders, e.g. epilepsy and traumatic brain injury
(Baayen et al., 2003; de Jongh et al., 2003; Decker and Knott, 1972;
Huang et al., 2009, 2012, 2014b; Lewine et al., 1999; Lewine and
Orrison, 1995; Nagata et al., 1985; Vieth et al., 1996). When examin-
ing the mechanism of abnormal delta rhythms, electrophysiological
studies in animals show that abnormal delta activity is from gray
matter neurons that have experienced deafferentation due to neuro-
logical injuries in underlying white matter, resulting from axonal in-
jury or blockage/limitation in the cholinergic pathways (Ball et al.,
1977; Gloor et al., 1977; Schaul et al., 1978; Schaul, 1998).
4.1. MEG findings in amygdala and hippocampus

Individuals with PTSD showed amygdala hyperactivity. Our MEG
findings are consistent with previous PET and fMRI findings of hy-
perresponsive amygdala activity in PTSD (Rauch et al., 1998, 2006),
which is one of the most robust functional neuroimaging findings
in PTSD (Hughes and Shin, 2011). The amygdala is involved in process-
ing threat-related stimuli (Davis andWhalen, 2001; Morris et al., 1998;
Whalen et al., 1998, 2001) and is necessary for fear conditioning (Davis
and Whalen, 2001; LeDoux, 2000; Shin et al., 2006). Moreover, the
amygdala is a key component in the neurocircuitry model of PTSD
(Rauch et al., 2006). The present MEG study shows that the amygdala
hyperactivity in PTSD can also be detected using electromagnetic source
imaging measures, which increases the confidence in our MEG tech-
nique for detecting new abnormalities in PTSD. Furthermore, we dem-
onstrate that amygdala hyperactivity was only observable in the high
frequency bands (i.e., beta and high-gamma bands). In addition, the
MEG hyperactivity in PTSD from left hippocampus in beta and high-
gamma bands is also consistent with the current PTSD neurocircuitry
model (Rauch et al., 2006), although the findings from previous PET
and fMRI in this region have been mixed (Hughes and Shin, 2011).

4.2. MEG findings in dmPFC and insula

The MEG gamma-band hyperactivity from dmPFC, including the
dACC, in PTSD was also consistent with prior PET and fMRI findings
(Bremner et al., 1999; Felmingham et al., 2009; Pannu et al., 2009;
Shin et al., 2001, 2007, 2011). The dmPFC, including thedACC, is thought
to play an important role in a variety of cognitive processes such as per-
formance monitoring, response selection, error detection, and decision
making (Shin et al., 2011). In addition, PTSD was associated with in-
creased MEG insular activity. Our findings are consistent with studies
that used trauma-event-script-driven imagery with SPECT (Lindauer
et al., 2008) and fMRI (Lanius et al., 2007), as well as with studies that
used emotional and trauma-unrelated stimuli with PET and fMRI
(Hughes and Shin, 2011). Painful stimuli have also been shown to in-
crease insular activity in PTSD (Geuze et al., 2007; Strigo et al., 2010).
The insular cortex processes information about the body3s internal state
and contributes to the autonomic component of the overall pain re-
sponse. It has been suggested that the insular cortex integrates the
sensory, affective, and cognitive components necessary for normal re-
sponses to pain (Kandel et al., 2000). Abnormal insular activity in
PTSD may reflect a deficit in integrating these components, thereby
contributing to an abnormal pain response (Nagai et al., 2007).

4.3. MEG findings in vmPFC

MEG hypoactivity from vmPFC in PTSDwas consistent with findings
from PET and fMRI studies (Hughes and Shin, 2011; Rauch et al., 1998,
2006). Hyporesponsive vmPFC is another key component in the current
neurocircuitry model of PTSD (Rauch et al., 2006), which suggests that
hyporesponsive vmPFC fails to suppress the amygdala (Rauch et al.,
2006; Shin et al., 2006). The vmPFC is connected to and receives input
from the ventral tegmental area, amygdala, temporal lobe, olfactory sys-
tem, and dorsomedial thalamus. In turn, vmPFC sends signals to amyg-
dala, temporal lobe, lateral hypothalamus, hippocampal formation,
cingulate cortex, and certain other regions of the prefrontal cortex
(Carlson, 2013). In the present study, hypoactivity in vmPFC associated
with PTSDwas evident in beta, gamma, and high-gammabands, but not
the lower frequency bands. These findings suggest that the beta- and
gamma-band interactions between vmPFC and amygdala may not in-
volve thalamus, as evidenced by the lack of group differences in vmPFC
in thalamus-dependent alpha band activity (Hindriks and van Putten,
2013).

4.4. Resting-state MEG versus resting-state fMRI

We used a resting-state protocol that is insensitive to stimulus fea-
tures and participant performance. Furthermore, we focused on examin-
ing MEG source-magnitude images rather than functional connectivity
(Jin et al., 2013). Our protocol was similar to a recent resting-state fMRI
study of combat-related PTSD that used a magnitude imaging approach
(Yan et al., 2013). Our findings are consistent with Yan and colleagues,
who also found that individuals with PTSD showed increased activity in
amygdala, insular cortex, and OFC, as well as decreased activity in dlPFC,
superior frontal gyrus, and precuneous cortex. Despite these similarities,
participantswith PTSD in the present study showed decreasedMEGactiv-
ity in vmPFC (beta, gamma, andhigh-gammabands, see Figs. 1 and2) and
bilateral FP areas (Figs. 1–3), whereas Yan and colleagues, in their fMRI
study showed increased activity in a similar region (Yan et al., 2013).
Although it is known that the fMRI measurements in ventral frontal
lobe areas are challenging to obtain due to signal loss, imaging distortion,
and susceptibility artifacts (Czervionke et al., 1988; Domsch et al., 2013),
the exact reason of the decreased MEG versus increased fMRI resting-
state activity in vmPFC is unknown.
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Overall, the beta-band MEG source imaging maps are similar to the
fMRI maps of Yan and colleagues, except for the activity in vmPFC.
Such a degree of similarity across two different imaging modalities
(i.e., electromagnetic measures fromMEG and hemodynamic measures
from fMRI) is likely due to beta-band synchronization over long conduc-
tion delays,which corresponds to signals traveling a significant distance
across brain regions. Electrophysiological studies of the rat hippocam-
pus have shown that the beta rhythm allows neuronal synchrony at
large time delays, while the gamma band allows such synchrony at
short delays. Thus, beta synchrony promotes communication between
remote structures, whereas gamma synchrony promotes local compu-
tations (Kopell et al., 2000; Singer, 1999). Interestingly, more recent
work in identifying MEG correlates of fMRI resting-state networks has
found that power fluctuations in the beta band produce spatial net-
works very similar to fMRI resting-state networks (Brookes et al.,
2011b). Our findings suggest that abnormal beta-band neuronal activity
in PTSD is likely a candidate for the abnormal fMRI signal observed by
Yan and colleagues (Yan et al., 2013).

The consistent finding of decreases of resting-state activity in
precuneous and dlPFC associated with PTSD in the present MEG study
(in beta, alpha, and low-frequency bands) and in the fMRI study by
Yan et al. (Yan et al., 2013) highlight the contribution of these regions
in PTSD neurocircuitry. The precuneous is a key region of the “default-
mode network (DMN)” in resting brain which has been detected by
fMRI (Fransson and Marrelec, 2008) and MEG (Brookes et al., 2011b).
Furthermore, the precuneous plays a pivotal role in how intrinsic activ-
ity is mediated throughout the DMN, and helps sustain a sense of self-
consciousness in self-referential mental thoughts during rest (Cavanna
and Trimble, 2006; Fransson and Marrelec, 2008). Non-trauma related
words elicit decreased precuneous fMRI activity in PTSD, and the de-
crease in precuneous activity is correlated with CAPS scores (Geuze
et al., 2008). Dissociative symptoms of patients with PTSD may play a
role in the decreased activation of precuneous (Geuze et al., 2008).
The dlPFC is a key region for a variety of executive brain functions
such asworkingmemory, attention, and other executive functions. It fa-
cilitates goal-directed behavior through indirect modulation of the
amygdala response to threat, possibly through connections with the
temporal cortex (Bishop, 2008; Gold et al., 2014; Mitchell, 2011). In
the present study, MEG hyperactivity in both right dlPFC and anterior
temporal lobe in alpha, beta, gamma, and low-frequency (Figs. 1–3) is
consistent with the modulation deficit of the dlPFC–anterior temporal-
amygdala pathway in PTSD. Using a task involving cognitive regulation
of negative affect via reappraisal, Rabinak and colleagues found that
PTSD patients engaged the dlPFC during cognitive reappraisal, albeit to
a lesser extent than the control participants (Rabinak et al., 2014). In a
longitudinal cortical thickness study, individuals with PTSD showed
greater dlPFC thickness in a follow-up exam about 1 year after the trau-
ma than in the acute exam, and greater dlPFC thickness was associated
with greater PTSD symptom reductions and better recovery (Lyoo et al.,
2011). On the other hand, healthy volunteers showed greater dlPFC ac-
tivation and increased amygdala connectivity to threats compared to
non-threat condition (Gold et al., 2014). Elevated activity in dlPFC was
also observed in PTSD during amaintenance period ofworkingmemory
in an fMRI test (Moores et al., 2008). Future functional imaging studies
of PTSD are needed to examine the association between resting-state
dlPFC activity and dlPFC responses to different types of workingmemo-
ry and/or attention stimuli.

In an event related potential (ERP) study of combat veterans with
PTSD after mild TBI by Shu and colleagues, PCC and precuneous areas
exhibit greater ERPs evoked by emotional facial stimuli (Shu et al.,
2014). In the present study, PCC also showed hyperactivity in the
beta-band resting-state MEG source image (brown arrow in Fig. 1), a
finding consistent with the above ERP study. However, the hypoactive
precuneous is seen in our resting-state MEG source image across
many frequency bands, also observed in resting-state fMRI by Yan and
colleagues (Yan et al., 2013), seems to be different from the greater
ERPs in precuneous found by Shu and colleagues using emotional stim-
uli. Additional studies are needed to directly examine the association
between resting-state electromagnetic signal and evoked responses,
as well as the impact of mild TBI on PTSD.

4.5. MEG findings in OFC

Another interesting finding from the present study is the increased
activity from the posterolateral OFC areas in beta, gamma, and high
gamma bands. Our finding is consistent with fMRI findings of increased
resting-state activity in PTSD (Yan et al., 2013). The OFC is closely con-
nected to the limbic system, especially the amygdala, and is sometimes
regarded as part of the expanded limbic system (Nauta, 1979). While
regions known to be part of the existing neurocircuitry model of PTSD
(i.e., amygdala, vmPFC, and insular cortex) have been studied extensive-
ly (Rauch et al., 1998, 2006; Shin et al., 2006), the role of the posterolat-
eral OFC in PTSD is unclear and should be examined further. Based on
our MEG findings, posterolateral OFC activity increased with PTSD
symptom severity, thus OFC and its interactions with the amygdala
may be added to the existing neurocircuitry model of PTSD. This idea
is supported by studies that show thatOFC has direct anatomical projec-
tions to the amygdala and hippocampus via the uncinate fasciculus in
humans (Bach et al., 2011; Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) as well as
in non-human primates (Carmichael and Price, 1995). It was also
shown that such projections were abnormal in some psychiatric disor-
ders such as conduct disorder (Passamonti et al., 2012), bipolar disorder
(Benedetti et al., 2011), and schizophrenia (Jackowski et al., 2012). Fur-
ther studies are needed to confirm whether disrupted interactions be-
tween OFC-amygdala may be implicated in PTSD.

4.6. Decreased MEG alpha-band activity in PTSD

Individuals with PTSD showed extensive MEG alpha-band
hypoactivity from dlPFC, FP, anterior temporal lobes, precuneous cor-
tex, and sensorimotor cortex. Neuronal modeling studies showed that
thalamo-cortical interactions are essential to the generation of alpha
rhythms (Freyer et al., 2011; Hindriks and van Putten, 2013; Lopes da
Silva et al., 1997). Combined EEG and fMRI studies have also shown
that increased alpha-band power in a brain area is associated with re-
duced functional connectivity with other brain areas, suggesting that
alpha-band activity is associated with functional inhibition (De Munck
et al., 2009; Scheeringa et al., 2012). The observed MEG alpha-band
hypoactivity may suggest a deficit in thalamo-cortical interactions,
which possibly leads to reduced functional inhibition in the above cor-
tical areas in PTSD. In general, a normal amount of alpha activity is pre-
ferred in the resting-state, and reduced alpha-band power has also been
observed in individuals with Alzheimer3s disease (Babiloni et al., 2013;
Tartaglione et al., 2012), and schizophrenia (Hinkley et al., 2011;
Sponheim et al., 2000).

4.7. MEG source imaging with fast-VESTAL

Our method plays an essential role in obtaining the source magni-
tude images for the neurocircuitry in PTSD (Figs. 1–3). It was shown
that Fast-VESTAL can effectively create resting-stateMEG source images
that are highly consistent with known neurophysiology findings (Huang
et al., 2014a). We have shown that for resting-state MEG signal, the
source magnitude images obtained using a beamformer technique
(a popular MEG source analysis method) are less consistent with
neurophysiology findings (Huang et al., 2014a). This is likely due to
beamformer3s intrinsic limitation which assumes the neuronal sources
are uncorrelated (Robinson and Vrba, 1999; Sekihara et al., 2001; Van
Veen et al., 1997), a questionable assumption when dealing with
resting-state MEG signals.

In the present study, we focus on MEG source magnitude images in
PTSD. No results were presented regarding theMEG-based connectivity
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analyses. This is because we are in the process of finalizing the
Fast-VESTAL based voxel-wise MEG connectivity method (Huang
et al., in preparation). Although MEG-based connectivity study is
a hot topic in literature, with most published approaches used
Beamformer or minimum L2-norm based techniques to obtain the
source time-courses (Brookes et al., 2011a,b, 2012; Ghuman et al.,
2011; Gramfort et al., 2014). It was known that source time-courses ob-
tain by Beamformer are distorted when multiple correlated neuronal
sources contribute to the sensor-waveforms even at noiseless cases
(Huang et al., 2014a), and across-talk between source time-courses
from minimum L2-norm approaches can also be a serious issue.
However, even though many researchers were aware of the issues
associated with distorted source time-courses, the impact on a vari-
ety of connectivity measures using the distorted source time-courses
has not been examined thoroughly in resting-state data, at least to
our knowledge. Before we publish our method for Fast-VESTAL
based connectivity analysis, we believe that it would be beyond the
scope of the present study to include MEG connectivity results for
the PTSD population.

There are several limitations of the present study that warrant con-
sideration. First, the spatial resolution and localization accuracy of MEG
are expected to be limited for amygdala, hippocampus, and vmPFC,
which may explain some minor location discrepancies between our
findings and those of previous fMRI or PET studies. Second, although
we acquired resting-state MEG signal in the eyes-closed condition,
eye-movements and micro-eye-blinks may be confounding factors. Al-
though we pre-processed the MEG data through both MaxFilter and
ICA to remove the eye-movement and micro-eye-blinks, the impact of
residual eye-activity-related artifacts may not be totally negligible.
Third, despite substantial efforts to ensure andmonitor alertness during
the eyes-closed condition (seeMaterials andmethods), drowsinessmay
still have had an impact on the MEG recording. Fourth, since the active-
duty and veteran PTSD patients are mostly males, the present study is
dominated by male subjects, with just one woman in each of the two
groups.

Despite these limitations, the present study showed that our MEG
source imaging technique revealed new abnormalities in the resting-
state electromagnetic signals from PTSD neurocircuitry. Abnormal
resting-state electromagnetic signals in PTSD neurocircuitry can be ef-
fectively imaged by MEG source imaging technique for different fre-
quency bands. In high frequency bands (i.e., beta, gamma, and high
gamma bands), PTSD was associated with 1) MEG hyperactivity from
amygdala, hippocampus, posterolateral OFC, dmPFC, and insular cortex;
and 2) MEG hypoactivity from vmPFC, FP, and dlPFC. In alpha and low-
frequency bands, PTSDwas associatedwith extensiveMEG hypoactivity
from dlPFC, FP, anterior temporal lobes, precuneous cortex, and sensori-
motor cortex. Lastly, PTSD symptom scores correlated positively with
resting-state MEG activity in left amygdala and posterolateral OFC and
negatively with MEG activity in vmPFC and precuneous. Particularly,
posterolateral OFC and precuneous may play important roles in the
PTSD neurocircuitry model.
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